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Computer Rescue 
1-208-750-5628
From The Editor Justin Breithaupt 

LEADING STORY PAYPAL WON'T PROTECT YOU!
I am putting this story out because many of you don't know what you are 
getting into  by using  Paypal. Most people think they are protected  by 
Paypal  from  Fraud  no  matter  what.  Here  is  a  quote  from  Paypal's  user 
agreement.

“11.3 Qualification Requirements. In order to qualify for coverage under the Seller Protection Policy, 
you must meet the following requirements:

a. You must have a Verified Business or Verified Premier Account at the time of the 
transaction, 

b. The transaction must be between a US, UK or Canadian buyer and a US, UK or 
Canadian seller,

c. The payment must be listed as "Seller Protection Policy Eligible" on the "Transaction 
Details" page, or cleared by PayPal through Payment Review,

d. You must accept a single payment from one PayPal Account for the purchase,

e. You must not charge a surcharge for accepting PayPal, 

f. You must ship the purchased item to the address listed on the "Transaction Details" 
page, and that address must be identified as a Confirmed Address,

g. You must ship the item to the buyer within 7 Days of receiving payment,

h. You must have trackable online proof of delivery from an approved shipper to the 
address on the "Transaction Details" page. For transactions involving $250.00 USD or 
more, you must provide a proof of receipt that was signed or otherwise acknowledged 
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by the buyer and can be viewed online, (If you paid in a currency other than US dollars, 
the following amounts apply for this section: $325.00 CAD, €200.00 EUR, £150.00 
GBP, ¥28000.00 JPY, $350.00 AUD, 330.00 CHF, 1,600.00 NOK, 2,000.00 SEK, 
1,500.00 DKK, 800.00 PLN, 55000.00 HUF, 6,000.00 CZK, $400.00 SGD, $2,000.00 
HKD, $380.00 NZD), and

i. You must respond to PayPal's requests for information within the time period PayPal 
specifies. 

Please note that in order to qualify  for  our  Seller  Protection Policy you must ship the item as 
required in this section. If you hand deliver an item, or provide delivery in any manner other than 
required in this section, your transaction will not qualify for the Seller Protection Policy.”

So here my story begins. I started using Paypal 10 years ago and agreed to their agreement then. 
Since then they have changed it to include what you see above to say you must abide by those terms 
or Seller Protection is out the window. Paypal never told me their Seller Protection policy changed and 
therefore I thought I was protected. I sold a computer to a guy who stole another guy's ebay / paypal 
account and Paypal put the money in my account, verified the address as the sellers under the Details 
page and then I decided that it was legitimate. So I sent the $875.00 laptop to the guy and  Paypal told 
very shortly afterwords that I owed the guy back his $875.00 and that I was not covered. In the first 
place ebay and Paypal encuraged me to sell world wide to increase sales. All the while Paypal makes 
money on every sale I make. So Paypal charged me an additional $35.00 for moving the money back 
to the original Paypal account and sucked all my money I had in their account out. Now they say I owe 
them -$790.66 USD. I say they owe me over $900.00 for being neglegent in trying to get my money 
back or my laptop and also for the $35.00 fee that was not for services I received. I sent this letter to 
them: 

I know I have complained before about this buyer protection being bad but this time I found something 
that is very misleading about the whole thing. 

In the attached picture you will see how there is no mention of buyer protection. I know that 
somewhere along the line like in the details of the transaction it tells you if you are protected or not but 
just think about this picture first and tell me what you think.

Here is my original request.

This is a bill to paypal from:
Computer Rescue
171 24th Street
PO Box 485
Pomeroy WA 99347
1-208-750-5628

For two unauthorized transactions in the following amounts:

$874.60 USD Due to Paypal's negligence to try to get my stolen item 
260144524495 back.
$34.41 USD Fees charged by Paypal for services not received by Computer 
Rescue.

Total: $909.01 USD.



Hello, This message is to further clarify my response to Paypal. 

In the bill presented below I am stating that because Paypal was legally negligent in it's responsibilities 
to put some effort out to get my item back and deducted $874.60 for the price of the item lost without it 
being authorized by Computer Rescue that Paypal owes me back the full amount of the unauthorized 
transaction.

This bill also states that Paypal owes Computer Rescue for services that were not received but were 
charged for in the form of a service fee. As indicated by your records this fee was $34.41. I am 
requesting that you refund our company for services that were not received. 

Further more your company is in breach of it's contract because your Paypal representative in the 
escalations department clearly stated during the recorded phone call that he did not expect me to read 
the user agreement. By stating that he did not expect me to read it he also was stating that there was 
not a "meeting of the minds", a legal term I'm sure you are familiar with. I also asked him a series of 
questions asking if it was stated any where else or in an e-mail that you would not protect me in the 
case that I or anyone else had shipped outside the US, UK, and Canada. 

I have had a Paypal account for 10 years. Over these 10 years  I had two separate accounts. I was not 
aware I had two accounts and recently closed the first one. During the time of my first account I was 
under the impression that I had up to $1,000.00 of coverage on my account without restrictions. This is 
why I asked your escalations department specialist if the agreement had changed. He said that the 
agreement had never changed. I then told him that I have done business over the last 10 years with 
Paypal. I asked if the seller protection policy could have changed? He stated that it had changed. 
Which is it?

The first thing I asked was if I was covered under FDIC. Your escalations department specialist 
informed me that I was covered completely %100. I am covered for fraud.

I informed the man in the escalations department that I had been told by ebay that selling worldwide 
would be better because it would increase my sales. I asked him if Paypal would do anything other 
than allow the user to read the agreement to inform their customers that by selling worldwide they 
would not be covered. His response was that Paypal absolutely would not try to discourage anyone 
from selling worldwide. 

I have a question to ask you. If you had a store and someone who had a stolen credit card or check 
book came in and bought an item and left with it would he not be stealing from that store? In a literal 
perspective yes he would. 

The people on the phone I spoke with told me that seller protection and insurance were not the same 
thing and since I had been informed in the past (during the transition to seller protection) that I was 
covered up to $1,000.00 and never informed that there was a change I assumed that there was a 
difference between seller protection and insurance and that I did not need seller protection to be 
insured. I was also under the impression that the FDIC insurance would cover me if Paypal would not. 
This is the reason I believe that a false sense of security has been presented by Paypal to the masses. 

I want to inform others of exactly what seller protection covers so that they do not suffer the same fate. 



It would seem that I am not the only one that this has happened to. I suggest you do the same via e-
mail, TV, radio, and by other means of communication.

This is a bill to paypal from:
Computer Rescue
171 24th Street
PO Box 485
Pomeroy WA 99347
1-208-750-5628

For two unauthorized transactions in the following amounts:

$874.60 USD Due to Paypal's negligence to try to get my stolen item 
260144524495 back.
$34.41 USD Fees charged by Paypal for services not received by Computer 
Rescue.

Total: $909.01 USD.









So Far Paypal has only responded telling me that they thank me for reporting this other guy from 
Nigeria and that I'm not covered by seller protection. I think I need to accuse them of a crime. If anyone 
can help me please do. I would sure appreciate it.

We are giving Microsoft too much credit.

I read on ZDnet that one of the main guys who came up with the papers on DRM about Windows Vista 
has been putting out lies. Now this does not mean that Microsoft is not Big Brother and is not watching 
us from their servers but it does mean that there are some loonies out there that just have it wrong.

Microsoft's  Time Period To Reverse The Linux Revolution

I am now 95% sure that by 2008 or shortly after the irreversible Linux factor will have 
overwhelmed Microsoft  to  the extent  that  they will  no longer dominate the consumer 
market. The main problem is that the evidence of this probably won't show up until  3 
years after it has occurred. Everyone knows people buy new computers on a 3 – 5 year 
cycle.  This  means that after  Linux becomes the next best thing we won't  see people 
jumping out of their seats to get it until 2010 – 2011 but the people that always want the 
newest greatest thing will. I have picked up on this. Thanks to companies like DELL, IBM, 
HP,  and  others  Linux  is  being  advertised  like  never  before.  I  myself  have  found  it 
extremely easy to sell  Linux laptops that work very very well for only $525.00. I plan to 
drastically  lower  my expenses and price very  very  soon without  sacrificing  quality  or 
power.  PCLinuxOS  2007  is  currently  the  most  popular  Distrobution  of  Linux  but  with 
companies like DELL pushing ubuntu I think that this might hold Linux back from it's full 
potential on the consumer market. One thing I would like to see is that we take all the 
extra  server  stuff  out  of  the  Ultimix distribution  before  it's  published.  I  also  would 
appreciate it if everyone participated in telling the Ultimix team what needs to be added, 
improved, and fixed. Ultimix is a new Linux distro that will be based on the CLFS source 
code. Ultimix stands for Ultimate Linux Distro or Ultimate Mix of Software and Features. 
The idea is that all  those small  things that drive you crazy and keep you from totally 
loving Linux will be solved in this distribution. But don't think for a second that they intend 
on  stopping  at  one  distro  for  the  desktop  that  only  works  on  32  bit  processors  like 
PCLinuxOS. They intend on making a 64 bit and PPC version that have full Java support as 
well as other support not offered before for PPC and 64 bit distros. New repositories may 
not need to be made. Existing repositories have all the programs that we need however 
some times it is necessary to have all the programs in source code format so that the OS 
can compile and install the software itself without being so Debian as to rely on others to 
compile for you. Please show your support.

Microsoft IS CONTROLLING YOUR COMPUTER! This is no joke!

Another thing has been brought to my attention by ZDnet as well as several other reliable 
sources.  Microsoft  has what  is  being called a stealth update.  This  update is  currently 
changing files and programs on XP and Vista computers without the user's permission. I'm 
not quite sure on the Stealth updates end result but I'm sure no one will like it. It does not 
matter if you turn Auto Update off or not. Want to hear another scary story? This is a true 
story. Just recently one of my customers bought a brand new Windows Vista computer from Wall Mart. 
He only paid $380.00 but what he didn't know was that he would be paying monthly payments. When 
he went to Wall Mart they told him the computer came with all that he would ever need. It came with 
Microsoft Office 2007 (retail price over $400.00) Norton Anti virus (retail price over $150.00) and tons 
of free HP Games on his Compaq computer. (retail  price unknown) He was also told that his new 
computer would work with his old printer.
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So he bit the bullet and bought the new computer. He then called me and explained how he bought 
this new computer and needed me to set it up for him. I just knew I was getting into trouble and 
that he would not like this computer no matter what I did. So reluctantly I went out and hooked up 
the computer. It could not physically hook up to his old printer and we would need a special cable 
but I knew that it was not Vista compatible anyways from a previous experience. After turning the 
computer on and setting it up it told us we needed to pay over $400.00 to use Microsoft Office 
2007 Standard Edition. Then it proceeded to tell us to pay for Norton and HP games. The customer 
who shall remain anonymous informed me this was no problem because one of his relatives could 
get the licenses and get it all for free. Great I thought now I'm going to be aiding to a felony crime. I 
still knew that this new Operating system and Microsoft Office was so foreign to them that they 
would need to relearn how to use Office on their computer. 
Here comes the really sad part. I knew that Windows Vista tied up a lot of your computer's speed 
and Internet speed making sure to tell Microsoft if you are or are not using illegal software, music, 
or other illegal material on your computer but this was ridiculous. We connected to the dial up 
connection at 36 kilobytes per second. On a normal computer this is fast enough to get to basic 
web sites and e-mail. However on his brand new Windows Vista computer he could only use 3 
kilobytes per second when connecting. Where were the other 33 being used? I checked and 
Windows Vista was sending and receiving information from Microsoft. I tried to explain this to my 
customer but he did not understand.
On day 2 when I was too come out and install a free legal version of Office developed by the Free 
Software Foundation I called before heading out. They had discovered how slow the computer was 
and vowed to take it back. 
 What you see below is an exaggeration but it puts it into perspective. YOUR COMPUTER 
WILL BE ASSIMILATED RESISTANCE IS FUTILE. ANY ATEMPT TO REGAIN CONTROL 
OF YOUR COMPUTER WILL RESULT IN TOTAL SYSTEM FAILURE! WE WILL START 
USING YOUR COMPUTERS AS ONE GIANT SERVER TO CONVERT EVERYONE TO 
MICROSOFT.  WE WILL SEND OUT SUBLIMINAL MESSAGES IN ANIMATIONS ON 
YOUR  SCREEN  THAT  WILL  INSTALL  VISTA  ON  YOUR  BRAIN.  WE  WILL  ALSO 
INSTALL TRUSTED COMPUTING CHIPS IN YOUR HEADS AND YOUR THAUGHTS 
WILL  ONLY  BE  ONES  THAT  ARE  TRUSTED  BY  MICROSOFT.  AFTER  WE  HAVE 
ASIMILATED THE GOVERNMENTS WE WILL TAKE OVER THE WORLD! THANK YOU 
FOR CHOOSING MICROSOFT AS YOUR DICTAROR.

So what will our government do to stop this threat?

So we have established that Microsoft is insane and should be convicted as a criminal 
organization that breaks and enters people's computers without permission but now we 
can set back and see what our Government decides to do about this. My personal guess? 
Here are a couple of things that could happen. 

1. Microsoft gets a slap on the wrist and is told they have been bad. 25%

2. Microsoft gets a fine and is told to stop it. 25%

3. Microsoft's team of people that want to take over the world are put behind bars. 5%

4. The government embrases Microsoft and allows them to take over the US. 30%

5. Nothing happens and it's all covered up. 15%

Thats what I think. What do you think? E-mail me at admin@mindblowingidea.com

Why Does Ubuntu Get Viruses And Have Security Breaches?

mailto:admin@mindblowingidea.com


Hmmm what has Ubuntu to say about this? I hope they contact me and let me know 
although I'm pretty sure I already know their response will be one of two things. They will 
either reasure me they won't sell out to Microsoft or become proprietary or they will get 
mad but either way it does not change the obvious. Two things have been brought to my 
attention. 1. There are people seeking out vengence against Ubuntu. 2. You can't install 
non Ubuntu debian type programs wihtout a whole lot of work. This tells me three things. 
First of all Ubuntu controlls how customers get packages and programs and can charge for 
using the package manager at any time. 2. Linspire based their new OS on Ubuntu and 
they are owned by Microsoft. 3. Someone must agree with me because they are making 
Ubuntu targeted viruses and security attacks. So is Ubuntu going to become the next 
Microsoft or are they going to be absorbed or controlled by Microsoft? Are they being 
controlled by Microsoft? I'm not sure but it's starting to look fishy.

Does Microsoft have a plan to take over the World? 

Wha  ha  ha  ha.  Microsoft  wants  to  start  a  global  Internet  company  according  to  my 
sources.  Microsoft would own AT&T and everything. They could monitor all  traffic and 
restrict it so that no (potential pirated software files) or maybe (unverified file types) could 
travel over the Internet. This would not allow Linux to work well. We would then have to 
encapsulate .iso or torrent files in other common ones like .pdf and things. RRRR. If you 
want to see something that might really blow your mind watch this video. Only the second 
part  is  computer  related.  Save  as  .flv  and  open  with  vlc or  mplayer.  http://chi-
v215.chi.youtube.com/get_video?video_id=-DUIvMPPIB0

Well if Microsoft can't sell Vista then they might as well take over the Internet right? It 
makes sense. It's a good business plan. The only problem is using MSN messenger and 
MSN Exploder. They both allow viruses to get right in and take over. Not to mention that 
MSN messenger allows hackers to take over computers. 

http://www.videolan.org/vlc/
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NEWS SECTION
According to  this  Microsoft is  attempting to  call themselves 
Open Source!  Microsoft's "shared source" Agreement “appear to 
automatically fail the group's (FSF) rules.”

German court convicts Skype of GPL breach

A German court has ruled that Skype violated the General Public License version 2 by 
selling  a  Linux-based  phone  without  access  to  the  source  code. 

Spread the word, share this ODF artwork.

GIMP 2.4.0 Coming Soon

The GIMP team is preparing for the release of GIMP 2.4.0. Today marks the release of GIMP 
2.3.19, which fixes a host of issues to the point where most outstanding GIMP problems 
are now fixed or will be fixed in the very near future. The GIMP news file notes that long 
layer names in PSD files has been fixed, improved EXIF handling in the JPEG file plug-in, 
added  control  for  the  playback  speed  in  the  Animation  Playback  plug-in,  improved 
rectangle tools, and improved print plug-in are just some of the changes. Download links 
and additional information is available from the GIMP site. 

Linux: It's Not Just for Servers Anymore

Michael Calore  07.26.07 | 2:00 AM 
PORTLAND, Oregon -- After years of being relegated to server racks and the desktops 
of ultrageeks, Linux is finally making some headway as a viable alternative to 
Windows on the consumer desktop.

That's the optimistic message delivered by a newly energized contingent of Linux 
proponents. By employing the same consumer-friendly marketing techniques 
practiced by Microsoft, and by taking advantage of the rising popularity of web-based 
applications, Linux vendors are getting ready for what they say will be a wave of 
consumer interest in the free operating system.

"This is the next great battle, and this is where Linux has never really been before -- 
Linux as a consumer product," says Gerry Carr, marketing manager of Canonical, one 
of many Linux distribution makers attending the ninth annual O'Reilly Open Source 
Convention taking place here this week.

Two New Compiz Fusion Plugins: Screensaver and Aquarium

Linux Gets Even More Eye Candy, Plugins Funded by Google

New Compiz Fusion Effects 

A new Google Summer-of-Code plugin has gone into the repositories, called 
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‘colorfilter’ by iXce. This allows you to change certain colors to other colors by the 
use of pixel shaders. You can toggle color filtering for specific windows or the 
entire screen. Colorfilters are loaded via special color filter files. 

http://s5h.net/u?z30f2
Yesterday: Compiz Fusion: Flip, flow, float and fly 

Onestone created a new plugin called ‘Shift’ that does Flip and coverflow window 
switching. Here is the Flip mode... 

Ubuntu creator claims more Linux-based Dells to emerge

It's not like this one was too difficult to see coming, but it sounds like Dell just may 
have a few more machines ready to take the Linux dip in the not-too-distant future. 
According to Mark Shuttleworth, noted as creator of Ubuntu, "Dell is happy with the 
demand it has seen for its Linux PCs," and he also mentioned that "what's been 
announced to date is not the full extent of what we will see over the next couple of 
weeks and months." As if that wasn't clear as glass, he concluded by stating that 
"additional offerings [are] in the pipeline," and while Dell wouldn't directly comment 
on the allegations, a spokeswoman did note that firm "was pleased with customer 
response to its Linux PCs." Chalk another one up for the open-sourcers. 

NEW WINE DISTRIBUTION

This is release 0.9.42 of Wine, a free implementation of Windows on 
Unix.

What's new in this release:
  - Support for activation contexts and side-by-side assemblies.
  - Many more gdiplus functions.
  - More messaging support in crypt32.dll.
  - Many HTTP protocol handling fixes.
  - Lots of bug fixes.

Because of lags created by using mirrors, this message may reach you
before the release is available at the public sites. The sources will
be available from the following locations:

  http://ibiblio.org/pub/linux/system/emulators/wine/wine-0.9.42.tar.bz2
  http://prdownloads.sourceforge.net/wine/wine-0.9.42.tar.bz2

Binary packages for various distributions will be available from:

  http://www.winehq.org/site/download

You will find documentation on

  http://www.winehq.org/site/documentation

You can also get the current source directly from the git or CVS
repositories. Check respectively http://www.winehq.org/site/git or
http://www.winehq.org/site/cvs for details.

If you fix something, please submit a patch; instructions on how to do
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this can be found at http://www.winehq.org/site/sending_patches

Wine is available thanks to the work of many people. See the file
AUTHORS in the distribution for the complete list.

TONS OF GAMES FOR LINUX!

I’m tired of people who are afraid to switch to Linux because of its so called “lack of 
games, or at least good ones.” What I think is they just want the games they like 
ported to Linux instead of trying new ones. Or maybe it’s because the games are free 
and that is  already a sign the game is bad, but I’m beginning to think quite the 
opposite. I have a list here of 17 games that I think every Linux user should give a 
shot to prove that it is quite a very adept gaming platform. I restricted my self to 
games that do not run on WINE, can be open or closed source, and of course, run on 
Linux.

NOTE: 
If the screenshot looks grainy or blurry in any way, that is my fault due to resizing
The games go in no particular order:

1. Neverball
Category: Strategy
Description: The main gameplay of Neverball is based on moving a ball to 
collect coins using gravity by tilting the game world, not directly controlling the 
ball; similar to Super Monkey Ball.
Home Page: http://icculus.org/neverball/
 

2. Frets on Fire
Category: Music Oriented
Description: The gameplay of Frets on Fire is the same as in Guitar Hero - the 
player emulates playing a guitar. Frets on Fire is meant to be played by picking 
up the keyboard like a guitar, with one hand pressing the fret buttons and 
another pressing the pick buttons and hitting the notes as they scroll down the 
page.
Home Page: http://fretsonfire.sourceforge.net/
 

3. Second Life
Category: Simulation / MMORPG
Description: Second Life is an Internet-based virtual world where you can 
explore, meet other residents, socialize, participate in individual and group 
activities, create and trade items and services from one another.
Home page: http://secondlife.com/

http://secondlife.com/
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4. Frozen Bubble

Category: Strategy
Description: Frozen Bubble is a Puzzle Bobble style computer game in which 
you have to shoot the colored frozen bubbles to form groups of the same color. 
Such groups disappear and the object is to clear the whole screen in this way 
before a bubble passes a line at the bottom.
Home Page: http://www.frozen-bubble.org/

5. Nexuiz
Category: FPS
Description: Nexuiz is a fast-paced firstperson shooter in which you must kill 
the other players in an arena with an assortment of weapons maps available.
Home Page: http://alientrap.org/nexuiz/

http://alientrap.org/nexuiz/
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6. Stepmania
Category: Music Oriented 
Description: Stepmania is a Dance Dance Revolution in which you use your 
fingers to hit the arrows as they come up towards the top of the screen. If you 
have a DDR pad, you can plug that into your computer and use that if you 
would please.
Home Page: http://www.stepmania.com/

7. Tremulous
Category: FPS (First Person Shooter) 
Description: Tremulous is a first person shooter featuring opposing humans and 
alien teams, with some elements of real time strategy (building your base, 
choosing units, etc.).
Home Page: http://tremulous.net/

http://tremulous.net/
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8. irrlamb
Category: Strategy
Description: irrlamb is a 3D game that involves a lot of physics and frustrating 
gameplay. The idea is to move yourself to certain parts of the map using 
different strategies and going across obstacles.
Home Page: http://code.google.com/p/irrlamb/

9. War§ow (Warsow)
Category: FPS (First Person Shooter) 
Description: The very competitive gameplay of War§ow focuses heavily on 

http://code.google.com/p/irrlamb/


movement and trickjumping. It is also a fast paced game and features very 
unique graphics.
Home Page: http://www.warsow.net/

10.Scorched 3D
Category: Strategy
Description: Scorched 3D is a turn-based artillery game modeled after the 
classic DOS game Scorched Earth. Players take turns honing in his aim on an 
opponent’s “tank” by adjusting angle, rotation and power and firing a weapon 
of choice each and every subsequent turn until he is able to hit/kill his target.
Home Page: http://www.scorched3d.co.uk/

http://www.scorched3d.co.uk/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scorched_Earth_(computer_game)
http://www.warsow.net/


11.AssaultCube
Category: FPS (First Person Shooter) 
Description: The game was designed to be slightly more realistic and more 
focused on team play than Cube while keeping the gameplay fast-paced and 
simple. In comparison to the gameplay speed of other games, AssaultCube is 
slower than Quake and Cube but faster than Counter-Strike.
Home Page: http://assault.cubers.net/

12.FlightGear
Category: Simulation
Description: FlightGear is a collaborative project that aims to create a 
sophisticated free flight simulator framework. This customizability of FlightGear 
is illustrated by the wide range of aircraft models that are available in 
FlightGear, from gliders to helicopters, and from airliners to fighter jets.
Home Page: http://www.flightgear.org/

http://www.flightgear.org/
http://assault.cubers.net/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Counter-Strike
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quake
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cube_(computer_game)


13.World of Padman
Category: FPS (First Person Shooter) 
Description: World of Padman is a first person shooter based on the Padman 
comic strip for the magazine Playstation Games created by the professional 
cartoon artist Andreas ‘ENTE’ Endres.
Home Page: http://www.worldofpadman.com/

14.Neverputt
Category: Strategy
Description: Neverputt is a minigame packed with Neverball that features a 3D 
miniature golf course using the same physics engine as Neverputt.
Home Page: http://icculus.org/neverball/

15.TrueCombat: Elite
Category: FPS (First Person Shooter) 
Description: The game is a fast-paced modern tactical shooter with a focus on 
close-quarters gunfights and objective oriented teamplay. Two teams engage 
each other using modern weaponry, in the objective game mode there is one 
defending team.
Home Page: http://www.truecombatelite.net/

http://www.truecombatelite.net/
http://icculus.org/neverball/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neverputt
http://www.worldofpadman.com/


16.Planeshift
Category: MMORPG
Description: PlaneShift is an MMORPG set inside a gigantic stalactite that 
features 12 playable races that all have their own homelands and 
characteristics.
Home Page: http://www.planeshift.it/

17.Enemy Territory: Quake Wars
Category: FPS (First Person Shooter) 
Description: Enemy Territory is a class based game. There are two opposing 

http://www.planeshift.it/


teams; the GDF (Global Defense Force), who are humans, and the Strogg, an 
alien race that are invading Earth. The date has not been announced for when 
it is to be released yet.
Home Page: http://www.enemyterritory.com/

NOTE: All of the screenshots above are all in-game, excluding Enemy Territory: 
Quake Wars because it is not out yet. You can see a video of the game here 
among many others 

I hope this list makes you more aware of the excellent games that are available for 
Linux
Leave me a comment if you think another game should be added to this

What is the True Cost of Windows?

With the recent upsurge of popularity in Linux based systems, IT admins have been 
asking the question of the TRUE cost of Linux. What impact does it have on the 
enterprise in regard to training, support, etc? While some claim that the cost of Linux 
is fattened by a little extra user training (a claim I happen to disagree with), what 
about the extra administration and maintenance that has to be done on Windows 
systems?

The general rule of thumb about computer security is that software is inherently 
insecure and will require updates.  While Windows does keep a good handle on things 
with Windows Update, a few caveats exist.  First off, Microsoft has been notoriously 
slow at providing security updates to certain critical vulnerabilities over the past few 
years. Secondly, Windows Update only updates software provided by Microsoft, 
namely Windows and Office.  Third, several very severe security vulnerabilities in the 
core of Windows operations that have yet to be addressed, such as the “net user” 
command.  On the flipside, most mainstream variants of GNU/Linux feature an 
advanced package manager that takes care of software updates for every peice of 
software installed by the package manager in a single process.  In my experience, 
the best package managers that provide the most software belong to Ubuntu and 
Gentoo.  Debian/Ubuntu’s apt may be preferable to more people because of its speed 
and simplicity but Gentoo’s Portage offers more code and build customizability than 
any other package manager and features more packages than most package 
managers.  Because of the centralization of application administration, updates to all 
packages on a system can be easily scheduled and administrative overhead 
eliminated.

I’ve seen several computer-literate people have the misconception that package 
management is difficult and they’d rather do it the Windows way and download their 
software from whatever website they like the best and trust that its valid software 
and is free of malware.  I have experience with this type of program administration 
and I can faithfully say its flawed.  I’ve downloaded software on a Windows machine 
from so called trusted websites and gotten various forms of adware and spyware and 
I don’t like the paradigm.  Linux package managers on the other hand are closely 
guarded and administered with verification mechanisms in place to counteract a bad 
seed administrator.  Ubuntu’s apt repositories use message digests to verify that the 
other repositories are using the correct version/copy of the package.   This 
discourages disgruntled server administrators or malicious hackers from placing a 

http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=62130477605667566&q=enemy+territory+quake+wars&total=335&start=0&num=10&so=0&type=search&plindex=3


bogus package in the repository that may contain viruses.  Package management is 
truly one of the greatest innovations to ever come to computing.

I go to school at a technology center for IT studies and the class has to take care of 
the school’s IT maintenance needs. Just today, we did a full cleanup schedule on all 
the pcs in the school. The process took the entire class (25 people) all day to 
complete and not all the school’s 250 PCs were completed. It occurred to me that 
running anti virus/spyware, registry cleaners, disk cleanup utilities, and defrag 
consume far too much maintenance time. For an IT department to spend this much 
time completing a task is beyond me. Sure, some of the tasks can be scheduled to 
complete automatically but they still need to be verified and the task has to be 
scheduled to begin with. How much time does the average IT department spend 
taking care of weekly or bi-weekly maintenance on Windows machines? Do IT 
departments even bother with it? If not, what about the risk of malware infections?

I abhor having to do this maintenance at school, mainly because I NEVER have to 
perform it at home. At home, I use nothing but Linux based systems. I have been 
using some form of Linux as my operating system for nearly 10 years now (fully 
ditched Windows about 5 years back) and I’ve never had a virus. I’ve never had 
spyware. Linux filesystems don’t get nearly as fragmented as NTFS and I’ve never 
defragged a Linux box. It seems to me that all this talk about the true cost of Linux is 
taking the spotlight while no one is really asking about the cost of Windows. Not only 
are the licenses grossly overpriced but the cost of properly maintaining a working 
system wastes valuable time for the IT department. While they’re taking care of 
these annoying little tasks, something more important has to wait in the wings. I’d 
like to hear some IT managers’ positions on this and see how much time they spend 
maintaining Windows systems in their enterprise.

8 Responses to “What is the True Cost of Windows?”

1. Righteous_Indignation  Says: 
July 28th, 2007 at 11:26 am 

“Just today, we did a full cleanup schedule on all the pcs in the school. The 
process took the entire class (25 people) all day to complete and not all the 
school’s 250 PCs were completed. It occurred to me that running anti 
virus/spyware, registry cleaners, disk cleanup utilities, and defrag consume 
far too much maintenance time”.

Coincidentally, we did something similar in our engineering computing labs 
a couple of weeks ago. I agree with you that virus scans and disk cleanup 
can be ridiculously time consuming  At least we didnt have to waste time 
on defrags since the workstations are Diskeeper-equipped with the 
automatic mode enabled. Defrag is done as required by diskeeper on its 
own, in the background.

Unfortunately, we are nowhere in a position to switch to linux because (1) 
the school administration likes windows (2) a lot of the engineering software 
we use runs only on windows. So there we are, stuck. Atleast the job pays 
decently hehehe so I am not complaining too much.

http://www.astralsin.com/archives/tech/windows/what-is-the-true-cost-of-windows/#comment-49


Compile WINE on Mac OS X Tiger 

The WINE is more practical than ever on Mac OS after the Apple Inc. shifted to 
Intel platform. 

It looks like AMD made ATI finally make Linux Drivers.

Dell pushes for better Linux drivers

By Matt Chapman,      30 July 2007 07:18 AEST      Systems & Components 

Wireless, audio/video codecs and ATI graphics cards on the list.

Dell wants to see better software drivers for Linux so that the firm can ship more 
notebooks and desktops running the operating system, according to one of its 
software engineers. 

Amit Bhutani told a session at the Ubuntu Live 2007 conference that Dell has 
several "areas of investigation" when it comes to Linux. 

Dell's wish list, as reported on the Phoronix website, includes better support for 
audio/video codecs, printers, ATI video cards, wireless networking, TV tuners and 
remotes, LCD TVs, projectors and 3D effects.  

Bhutani reportedly told attendees at the session that Dell knows that it will not 
happen overnight. He also referred to Nvidia 2D and 3D video drivers as 
"challenges in platform enablement".  

Install Ubuntu from Windows in 3 Steps without Using a CD 
- With the help of Wubi

1. Dowload Wubi from   HERE  ;  
2. Run Wubi from Windows as you would with any other ordinary   Windows program  ;  
3. Select the password to be used while installing Ubuntu and click Install.     
ACER Linux Laptops Starting at $525.00 - $850.00!

These great laptops come with Ethernet, WiFi, 80 - 160 GB HD space, 512MB – 2GB RAM, many more options available.

Sneak peak, pretty playlist, raw plasma

I thought it was time to post a screenshot of how Amarok2 development is moving along. 

As my focus is on the service integration, I have chosen to show a few of the new things that are 
happening in this area, as well as some of the more general and cool stuff that is being worked on.

The current look of Amarok2

the following things are noteworthy:

http://amarok.kde.org/blog/archives/456-Sneak-peak,-pretty-playlist,-raw-plasma.html
http://www.mindblowingidea.com/ACERASPIRE3680.html
http://distrowatch.com/4337
http://distrowatch.com/4337
http://news.softpedia.com/news/Install-Ubuntu-from-Windows-in-3-Steps-Without-Using-a-CD-61304.shtml
http://distrowatch.com/4337
http://distrowatch.com/4337
http://www.softpedia.com/get/System/Boot-Manager-Disk/Wubi.shtml
http://distrowatch.com/4337
http://distrowatch.com/4337
http://www.crn.com.au/team.aspx?PID=93857&CIID=87745&SIID=54
http://www.phoronix.com/scan.php?page=article&item=790&num=1
http://www.winehq.org/
http://blog.alantan.com/2007/02/compile-wine-on-mac-os-x-tiger.html


- The new playlist. I am absolutely in love with this thing! Service previews tracks (Magnatune and 
Jamendo) can now cache album covers on the fly so they show up even when you are streaming. 
This means that the services now appear really well integrated.

- Magnatune genres are now used in a better way in the Magnatune list, and an artist can belong 
to several genres. This gets rid of the "Genre box" hack from the previous versions,

- Purchasing from Magnatune now supports using gift card codes as an alternative to credit cards. 
For those coming to FrOSCon later this month, the Amarok team there might have a nice little 

surprise for visitors involving this! 

- An opengl playground at the bottom with an experimental"CoverFlow" inspired album selector 
"CoverBling" is being worked on. Just playing around for now, so please don't flame it just 
yet!!!

- The big central area has just been switched to using Plasma, the coll new desktop and widget 
technology in KDE4. As can be seen, it has not really been customized for Amarok yet, but it 
should allow for really neat context information. I plan on moving to small info view at the bottom 
of the Magnatune service out into the central context area where there is much more room for 
doing really interesting and interactive things.

As you can hopefully tell, there is lots of interesting stuff going on, and even though nothing is 
really finished yet, there is a bunch of highly motivated developers coding too much and sleeping 

too little because they are passionate about Amarok.  

COMPUTER SERVICES SECTION

Your Add Here

Computer Rescue
1-208-750-5628
Imagine  if  you  could  install  new  software  for  free  without  upgrading your  computer.  Imagine  if  your 
computer:

 Was no  longer  affected  by  viruses  and  still  could  browse  the  web  and  accept  your  e-mail  you 
currently get through Outlook Express or Internet Explorer.

 Did what you told it to do without freezing or stopping just like your other appliances in your home.
 Could open, edit, and save Word, Excel, Power Point, Access, and HTML documents without paying 

for extra software.
 Played and copied any DVDs, CDs, and all  your multimedia files from all  the computers in your 

house! 
 Had 6500 free software packages available that you could download legally any time you wanted to 

and came with a free built in Spam filter.

Stop imagining and start  believing. If  you buy a new computer from us now we will  throw in a 1 year 

http://www.mindblowingidea.com/ComputerRescue.html
http://www.mindblowingidea.com/ComputerRescue.html
http://www.thenixedreport.com/forums/index.php?topic=36.0
http://froscon.de/


hardware guarantee for free as long as you let us install the computer with a surge protector of our choice, 
and have us clean the dust out every 6 months. Quality service and your satisfaction are the only things 
that matter to us. Computers should be as easy to use as a toaster. Why wait? Prevent viruses now! 

Call Computer Rescue: 1-509-843-1053 or 1-208-750-5628. 

Serving the Lewiston, Clarkston, Asotin, Pomeroy, and Dayton area since 2001. 

COMPUTER PROBLEMS SECTION (they seem to blame a lot of 
Vista related issues on failing hardware)

Problems With Windows XP:
Windows XP has presented some new problems. One great problem is that it gets a funny virus that I can't 
identify. This virus makes your mouse jump around and double click when you single click and things. The 
only way users can get rid of it is by running Spybot Search and Destroy. 

Internet Exploder seems not to be able to view pictures on certain pages that Firefox can.
Some of my customers go else ware to get XP installed and even provide a valid XP CD only to find that 
the installed version is pirated and can not be validated by Microsoft.

How to fix these problems!
Well first of all to stop the viruses from getting in just go to www.getfirefox.com, download it, install it, and 
then open Internet Exploder and go to  www.windowsupdate.com and do all  your custom updates that 
don't have DRM in them. Then uninstall  Internet Exploder. To do this go to control panel, Add remove 
programs, add remove Windows Components, Internet Exploder. Once you do that open firefox and go to 
www.firefox.com and click add-ons and search for fasterfox. Install Fasterfox. Do the same for Phishing 
Filter, and Internet Explorer theme. You can also install your Favorites by installing Favorites. Right click on 
Fasterfox and options to change it. To apply your new Internet Exploder look go to Tools and Add-ons and 
enable the theme. Now reboot and your antivirus should do the rest. Go to www.dogpile.com and look up 
windiz update for Firefox. Do your Windiz updates. 

Problems With Windows Vista:
Windows Vista is very fun to buy especially preinstalled. With Windows Vista you get features like:
Notices that your hardware is out of date and that you need to buy new hardware.

The security of knowing Microsoft is watching everything you do.
Your Internet will work at speeds you never thought possible and your web pages will only take one week 
to load.
You can make sure that you are getting the most out of your system resources by allowing Vista to use 
most of your RAM and CPU speed. 
You can make contributions to Microsoft to help support their new Office Home Standard 2007 for only 
$500.00 per computer. 

How to Fix Windows Vista?
Go to www.PCLinuxOS.com

Downlaod PCLinuxOS
Go to www.burn4free.com

Download Burn 4 Free
Run Burn 4 Free.

Reboot
Right click on the downloaded PCLinuxOS .iso file and click on burn for free and then Burn ISO.

Stick a CD in your CD RW drive.
After it gets done reboot your PC and press the F2 or Delete key (which ever it says to) to enter setup.

Make sure the first boot device is the CD / DVD ROM and then the HDD or Hard Drive is the next one.
Press F10 to save changes and if that does not work try the Escape key. 

http://www.burn4free.com/
http://www.PCLinuxOS.com/
http://www.dogpile.com/
http://www.firefox.com/
http://www.getfirefox.com/
http://www.windowsupdate.com/


Press Y for yes to save changes.

Then run PCLinuxOS and have fun!
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